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Axioms are given for relativistic quantum fields so the corresponding 
Schwinger functions are the expectation values of Euclidean fields. The main 
ingredient is the characterization of Osterwalder-Schrader path spaces by the 
associated semigroup structure. 
Euclidean fields came of age with Nelson [lo, 11, 121. Following earlier work 
of Symanzik [18, 191, N 1 e son introduced Euclidean Markov fields and from 
them reconstructed relativistic quantum fields obeying the Girding-Wightman 
axioms [19, 161. Inspired by Nelson’s work, Osterwalder and Schrader [13] 
obtained a Euclidean formulation of Quantum Field Theory, in the form of the 
Osterwalder-Schrader axioms for the Schwinger functions (the analytic con- 
tinuation of the Wightman functions to the Euclidean region). Unlike the 
Wightman functions which are the expectation values of relativistic quantum 
fields, Schwinger functions are not in general the expectation values of Euclidean 
fields (Simon [15, 16] has constructed a counterexample in one space-time 
dimension). The existence of Euclidean fields requires that the Nelson-Symanzik 
positivity condition be added to the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms. As most 
of the recent progress in Constructive Quantum Field Theory (e.g. the Erice 
Lectures [l], Simon’s book [16], the Marseille Proceedings [8]) has explored 
the structure of Euclidean fields, it is relevant to ask the question of what must 
be added to the Girding-Wightman axioms so the corresponding Schwinger 
functions are the expectation values of Euclidean fields. 
This question was first considered by Simon [15, 161. Apart from technicalities 
(existence of time zero fields), Simon answered the question for Euclidean 
Markov fields. Unfortunately, the Markov property is conspicuously absent 
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from the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms; in its place is the weaker Osterwalder- 
Schrader positivity condition, which replaces the Markov property in the 
reconstruction of relativistic quantum fields. Thus Simon had to impose a 
strong restriction on the relativistic field theory, namely he required cyclicit\- of 
the vacuum for the time zero fields. The same restrictions appear in Friihlich 
[2, 31. At present, the Markov property has not been verified for any of the 
nontrivial models (P(4)% , (V).?) constructed so far. These models do obey 
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity, as they must. 
In this article we give the answer to the question of when Euclidean fields 
exist (again given the existence of time zero fields). The existence of Euclidean 
fields is shown to be equivalent to the following positivity condition: 
For any positive operatorsF, ,..., F, in the von Neumann algebra % generated 
by the time zero fields and t, ,..., t, q:,: 0, 
(Q, e-t1HFle-t2HF2 ... e-tnHFJ2) > 0. 
As the corresponding Euclidean field is Markov if and only if the vacuum Q is 
cyclic for the time zero fields, and in this case the above positivity condition is 
equivalent to (F,Q, ectHF$) 3 0 for any positive operators Fl , Fz E 21 and 
t 3 0, which is the positivity condition used by Simon [15], we can see why 
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity is the correct condition for Euclidean fields, 
and in general one should not expect the Markov property. Osterwalder-Schrader 
positivity corresponds to cyclicity of the vacuum for the fields at all times, the 
Markov property to cyclicity for the fields at one time. 
The main ingredient in our construction of Euclidean fields is the characteri- 
zation of Osterwalder-Schrader path spaces by the associated semigroup 
structure (Theorem 2.4), on the lines of the characterization of Markov path 
spaces by positivity preserving semigroups (Simon [15], Klein and Landau [7], 
see also Part I, section 3). Euclidean fields have the structure of a generalized 
path space, and the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms requires that they satisfy 
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity. We perform a detailed analysis of Osterwalder 
Schrader path spaces. We also characterize those Osterwalder-Schrader path 
spaces that satisfy the Markov property. In the semigroup characterization 
Osterwalder-Schrader path spaces are seen to be a natural generalization of 
Markov path spaces. 
The organization of this article is as follows: Part I has a detailed study of 
path spaces and the associated semigroup structures. Part II is devoted to the 
construction of Euclidean fields. We present axioms for relativistic quantum 
fields from which we construct Euclidean fields satisfying FrBhlich’s axioms [3]; 
conversely our axioms are satisfied by relativistic quantum fields reconstructed 
from Euclidean fields obeying Frijhlich’s axioms. 
Some of these results were announced in [5, 61. 
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I. PATH SPACES AND SEMIGROUP STRUCTURES 
1. Osterwalder-Schrader Path Spaces 
DEFINITION 1.1. A (generalized) path space ((Q, Z, p), Z0 , U(t), R) consists 
of: 
(i) a probability space (Q, ,Z, CL); 
(ii) a distinguished sub-u-algebra .I$, ; 
(iii) a one-parameter group U(t) of measure preserving automorphisms 
of L,(Q, 2, p) which are strongly continuous in measure; 
(iv) a measure preserving automorphism R of &,(Q, 2, CL) such that 
R2 = I, RU(t) = U(- t)R, and RE,, = E,R where E, is the conditional 
expectation with respect to Z0 ; 
(v) 2 is generated by &a Zi , where Zt = U(t)Zo . 
E+(E_) will denote the conditional expectation with respect to E+(Z), the 
u-algebra generated by (JQ,, Z&JtGo &). 
Remark 1.2. It follows U(t) is a strongly continuous one-parameter group 
of isometries on &(Q, Z, p), 1 < p < cc (e.g. Klein and Landau [7]), and 
RE, = E-R. 
DEFINITION 1.3. An Osterwalder-Schrader path space is a path space 
satisfying the Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition: E+RE+ > 0 as an 
operator on L,(Q, 2, CL), i.e. (RF, F) > 0 for every F E L,(Q, Z+ , p). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A Markov path space is a path space satisfying: 
(i) the reflection property: RE, = E, 
(ii) the Markov property: E+E- = E+E& . 
PROPOSITION 1.5. (Nelson in [l]). Every Markovpath space is a Osterwalder- 
Schrader path space. 
Proof. By the Markov and the reflection properties, E+RE+ = E+E_RE+ = 
E+E&RE, = E,E$E+ = E,E,E+ = E0 3 0. m 
The converse is not true, we only have 
PROPOSITION 1.6. An Osterwalder-Schrader path space satis$es the reflection 
property. 
Proof. By the Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition, 
RE, = EdzE, = E,E+RE+Eo > 0. 
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But R is unitary with R2 = I, so R is self-adjoint and its spectrum is contained 
in (--I, 11. As E, commutes with R and REo > 0, it follows RI& = I?, . 4 
To every Osterwalder-Schrader path space it is associated a semigroup. 
THEOREM 1.7. (Osterwalder and Schrader [13]). Let ((Q, 2, CL), &-, , U(t), R) 
be an Osterwalder-Schrader path space. There exists a Hilbert space 3Ep and a 
contraction V: L,(Q, 2; , I*) - X such that 
(i) the range of V’” is dense in X; 
(ii) P(t) V(F) = V(U(t)F) for FE L,(Q, Z+ , CL) and t > 0 defines a 
strongly continuous self-adjoint contraction semigroup on .X; 
(iii) Zet Sz = -Y‘(l); then (/ Sz I) = 1 and P(t)Q = D for all t > 0. 
Proof. Define (F ( G) = (RF, G) for F, G E Lr(Q, Z+ , p). By the 
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition (. [ .) is a positive semidefinite 
inner product on L,(Q, Z; , p). Let IV = {FE L,(Q, 2; , p) 1 (F ) F) = O>, and 
take &@ to be the completion of L,(Q, z+ , p)/N in the positive definite inner 
product induced by (. / .). Let V be the canonical projection of L,(Q, Z; , p) 
into H. The range of V, Ran $/, is obviously dense in Z’, and j/ V(F)IIz = 
(F I F>+ = (RF, F)+ < /IF II2 . 
Let P(t) V(F) == 9r(U(t)F) for FE L,(Q, .Y+ , /A) and t > 0. P(t) is well 
defined on Ran V, as (U(t)F / U(t)F) = (RU(t)F, U(t)F) = (U(-t)RF, 
U(t)F) = (RF, U(2t)F) = (F j U(2t)F) < (F j F)i ;U(2t)F j U(2t)F)+, so 
U(t)N C N for t >, 0. P(t) is clearly a strongly continuous self-adjoint stkgroup 
on Ran -CT. Moreover jl P(t) V(F)\\* = jj V(U(t)F)lj& < 11 U(t)F Jlp = 1) F \I2 for 
all FE L,(Q, Z+ , p) and t > 0. That P(t) is a contraction then follows from 
LEMMA 1.8. (Osterwalder and Schrader [13]). Let P be a self-adjoint operator 
on the inner product space X, and suppose that for every w E X there exists a 
constant M = M(w) such that 
/i P”w/l < M for all n = 1, 2, 3,.. 
Then I( P/j < 1. 
Proof. Ij Pnw jj = (w, Pznw)* ,< 1) w 11% jJ P2n~ I/*. Thus 
11 Pw /) < jj w jj+ // P2w /I+ ,< ... < /j w )If+++*+n /j P2nw l/fn 
< II w II M+” - II w II as n+oo. 1 
This finishes the proof of the theorem, as (iii) is obvious. g 
2. Positive Semigroup Structures 
DEFINITION 2.1. A positive semigroup structure (2, P(t), ‘u, 52) consists 
of 
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(i) a Hilbert space .%‘; 
(ii) a strongly continuous self-adjoint contraction semigroup P(t) on ~9’; 
(iii) a commutative von Neumann algebra 2I of operators on .%?; 
(iv) a unit vector Q E 2; 
such that 
(v) P(t)Q = Q for all t > 0; 
(vi) Q is a cyclic vector for the algebra generated by 2l u {R(t) / t > 0}, 
i.e. the linear span of {P(t2)fzE’(t2) . . . P(t,,) f$ 1 fi ,..., fn E ‘3, t, ,..., t, 3 O> is 
dense in X; 
(vii) forallf, ,..., f,E2l+ =(f~%/ffO}andt, ,..., t,>O, 
w, P(tdflP(t,) -0. P(tn)f,s2) B 0. 
Osterwalder-Schrader path spaces are determined by positive semigroup 
structures. In order to prove that, we need 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ((Q, Z, cl), &, , U(t), R) be a Osterwalder-Schrader path 
space, and let .#‘, V, P(t), ll be as in Theorem 1.7. Then 
(i) fm f  EL,(Q, Z,-,, CL), f?‘T) = yr(fF) for F eL(Q, c+ , ~1 defines a 
bounded operator on A? with ljf/l = j/f /Im ; 
(ii) a = Cf I f  EL(Q, ~0~~)1 is a commutative van Neumann algebra 
of operators on 2, with 9 as a separating vector; 
(iii) for any t, < t, < .** < t, , fti = u(ti)fi where fi EL(Q, zbj p) 
and i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
I ft, ‘.Vt, dp = (%!iP(t, - t,>f’, **+ P(tn - tn-,,f,$>. (*) 
Proof. Let f  E Lm(Q, Z,, , II), and let 
Pw = TV for F EL~(Q, G , IL). 
We identify the operator multiplication by f  with the function f .  As RE,, = E0 
(Proposition 1.6), R is an automorphism of Lm(Q, Z, II), and E,, is the conditional 
expectation with respect to Z,, , it follows fR = Rf. Thus 
CfF I fF> = <RfF, fF> = <fRF, J’W = <RF, If I2 F) 
= VI If I20 <<FIQiOf I’FI If 12F>, 
so fNC N and p is well defined on Ran V. In addition, the same argument 
shows that 
Ilf’W~N = <F I If 12”Qi G llf Ii: IIFII,, 
for n = I, 2,.... Lemma 1.8 thus gives lip// < //f /Ia . 
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On the other hand, the restriction V of Y to Z,a(Q, ,Z,, , p) is unitary onto its 
range, as (G 1 F) = (G, F) for G, F E L,(Q, Z,, , p), and J = Vf V* on the 
range of V. It follows lljij > !if,lr so ilfli = llfiirn. Thus the restriction of 21 
to the range of V is a von Neumann algebra with fi as a separating vector, so 
it follows ‘$I is a von Neumann algebra of operators on .X. It is clearly 
commutative. 
Let t, < t, < ... < t, ,fti = U(ti)fi wheref, E&(Q, Z;, , p) for i =- I,2 ,..., rz. 
(*) then follows from 
f*,ft, -ft, = u(tl)flu(t, - t,) f* .‘. up, - &-i)fJ, 
and the fact that 
“( Wl) $71 W2) . . . g7J > = fw @y%> . g,-Q 
for gl I x2 ,..., g, EL,(Q, 4, , p) and s1 , s2 ,..., s, 2 0. 1 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let ((Q, Z, cl), Z,, , U(t), R) be an Osterwalder-Schrader 
path space, and X, P(t), !!I, Q as constructed in Theorem 1.7 and Lemma 2.2. 
We call (2, P(t), 91, 52) the associated semigroup structure. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ((Q, 27, CL), Zo , U(t), R) b e an Osterwalder-Schrader path 
space and (.%‘, P(t), 91, Sz) the associated semigroup structure. Then (&‘, P(t), 9&G) 
form a positive semigroup structure. 
Conversely, let (X, P(t), 21, 52) be a positive semigroup structure. Then there 
exists an Osterwalder-Schrader path space such that (2, P(t), ‘%, 52) is its associated 
semigroup structure. 
Proof. Let ((Q, 2, p), &, u(t), R) b e an Osterwalder-Schrader path space 
and (SEa, P(t), 2l, f2) th e associated semigroup structure. Conditions (i)-(v) 
of definition 2.1 are clearly satisfied; (vi) follows from the fact that 1 is a cyclic 
vector for L,,(Q, Z0 , cc) u {U(t) / t > 0) in L,(Q, .Z+ , cl), as L; is generated by 
&,, U(t)Zo ; (vii) is obvious from (*). Thus (X, P(t), 2I, Sz) form a positive 
semigroup structure. 
Conversely, let (2, P(t), ‘U, S) b e a p t osi ive semigroup structure. As $3 is a 
commutative von Neumann algebra, Pt E C(QJ, where QO, the spectrum of %, 
is a Stonean space (i.e. a compact Elausdorff totally disconnected space; e.g. 
Sakai [14]). Let Q = &n Qt, where each Qt is a copy of Q0 . Q is a compact 
Hausdorff space (actually a Stonean space), the “path space”; q = (q(t))t.w E Q 
is a “path”. We define U(t) and R on the paths by 
( W)q)(s) = ds - 21, (WW = q(-4 
and for any function F on Q, (U(t)F)(q) I= F( U(-t)q), (RF)(q) = F(Rq). 
Clearly U(t) is a one-parameter group of automorphisms of C(Q) and R is an 
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automorphism of C(Q) such that R2 = 1 and RU(t) = U(-t)R. We identify 
{FE C(Q) j F(q) = f@(O)) forffz C(Qa)} with C(Q,J. We take I=, to be o-algebra 
generated by C(Q,,), Z’ the u-algebra generated by utea Zt , where & = U(t)&, , 
and ZB to be the Baire u-algebra on Q, ie, the u-algebra generated by C(Q). 
Clearly Z0 C Z C ZB . To finish our construction we need a measure p on (Q, 2) 
such that ((Q, 2, p), r;b , U(t), R) is a path space. We will construct p as a Baire 
measure (i.e. on ZJ and then restrict it to 2. By the Riesz-hlarkov theorem it 
suffices to construct a positive linear functional on C(Q). To do so we use (*). 
Let us first recall that as Q,, is a Stonean space, finite linear combination of 
elements of E = {x E C(QJ 1 x is a characteristic function} are dense in C(Q,). 
Let P’(Q) be the set of linear combinations of functions of the form 
F(q) = fi Xi(&)), where xi E B for i = l,..., n, 
i=l 
and t, < t, < ... :< t, ; i.e. F := nT=, ,yti where xt, = U(ti)Xi . By the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem, Z(Q) is dense on C(Q). For F as above we define@) 
by the right-hand side of (*), i.e. 
(**I 
where t, < t, < ... < t, and f-f denotes the isomorphism of C(Q,,) onto 
Bf. We extend p to Z(Q) by linearity. We claim p is a positive linear functional 
on 9(Q) (and thus well defined). Let FE Y(Q), F can always be written as 
7: 
F(q) = c CiXlwl)) X2w2N *-* Xnimz)) 
i=l 
forsomet, < t, < ... < tn,ciE@,xjiEE. As the ,Y$ are characteristic functions, 
we can choose them such that 
(XliMtlN ... xniMW (XlWlN .” xniMccN = 0 
if i # j (for given x1 ,..., xn E b, we can always choose x1’ ,..., xm’ E 8 such that 
xi’xj’ = 0 for i # j and each xi is a linear combination of the xj’). But then 
F(q) 2 0 for all q E Q implies ci 3 0 for all i = l,..., K, and (**) and definition 
2.l(vii) show p(F) > 0. Thus p is a positive linear functional on 9(Q) and can 
be uniquely extended by continuity to C(Q). There exists then a unique Baire 
measure p on Q such that 
P(F) = s F 4 for all FE Y(Q). 
It follows ((Q, -Z CL), &, , u(t), R) is a path space. That U(t) and R are measure 
preserving transformations follows from (**). As P(t) is strongly continuous 
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on &’ it follows from (* *) that U(t) is weakly continuous on La(Q, C, p). As U(t) 
is unitary, it is strongly continuous. This implies strong continuity in measure. 
Let us prove ((Q, .Z, k), Z,, , U(t), R) satisfies OsterwalderSchrader positivity. 
It suffices to show <RF, F) > 0 for 
F = 5 CiXf, . . . x; .,O~tl~-..;~tnrXti=U(fi)XirXiE~. 
i-1 
But 
F = C CJJ(t,) x;U(t, - tl) ..I U(t, - tndl) xnil 
and 
Thus ((Q, -%A, &I , W), R) is a Osterwalder-Schrader path space. Let 
(X’, P(t)‘, w’, S,) be th e associated semigroup structure. Then the linear 
map T: .@’ -+ .z? defined by 
T(P(t,)’ &‘P(tJ’ 3.. ffl’Q’) L- P(tl) flP(tz) ... $$2 
is clearly unitary by (*) and (**) (and thus well defined) and preserves the 
positive semigroup structure, so we can identify (X, P(t), CLI, 52) with the 
associated semigroup structure. g 
Remark 2.5. Let (X, P(t), PI, s2) b e a positive semigroup structure. It 
follows from Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.2 that Sz is separating for 91. It also 
follows that if (II is only supposed to be a commutative C*-algebra whose 
spectrum is a Stonean space then 91 is automatically a von Neumann algebra. 
3. MmkoPr Path Spaces 
We now characterize those Osterwalder-Schrader path spaces that are 
Markov. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let ((Q, .Z, p), &, , U(t), R) be a Osterwalder-Schrader path 
space, and (X, P(t), 2l, $2) the associated semigroup structure. ((Q, Z, ,u), .ZO, 
U(t), R) is Markov if and only if lJ is a cyclic vector for %. 
Remark 3.2. Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 tell us that Markov path spaces cor- 
respond to positive semigroup structures in which condition (vi) of Definition 2.1 
is replaced by the stronger. 
(vi)’ Q is a cyclic vector for V1. 
Thus in the semigroup structure characterization Osterwalder-Schrader path 
spaces are a natural generalization of Markov path spaces. 
Remark 3.3. For a positive semigroup structure corresponding to a Markov 
path space (i.e. satisfying Definition 2.1 with (vi)’ substituted for (vi)), (vii) is 
equivalent to 
(vii) for all f ,  g E 21+ = (f~ ‘$I 1 f 2 0} and t > 0, <fX2, P(t)g@ > 0. 
This is the positivity condition used by Simon [15]. 
Before we prove the theorem, let us note 
DEFIXITION 3.4. Let M be a probability space. A strongly continuous self- 
adjoint contraction semigroup P(t) on L,(M) is said to be positivity preserving if 
(i) P(t)1 = 1 for all t > 0; 
(ii) P(t)f 2 0 for all f E L,(M), f 2 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let P(t) be a positivity preserving semigroup on L,(M). 
Then (L*(M), P(t), L,(M), 1) form a positive semigroup structure, with 1 a cyclic 
vector for L,(M). 
Conversely, let (X, P(t), PI, Sz) b e a positive semigroup structure, with a a 
cyclic vector for PI. There exists a probability space M and a posz’tivity preserving 
semigroup PI(t) on L,(M) such that (X, P(t), 2l, l2) s (L,(M), PI(t), L,(M), 1) 
as positive semigroup structures. 
Remark 3.6. Thus Theorems 2.4, 3.1, and Proposition 3.5 show that 
Markov path spaces are determined by positivity preserving semigroups (see 
Simon [ 151, Klein and Landau [7]). 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. We only have to prove the converse. Let (&‘, P(t), 
2I, G) be a positive semigroup structure with .G a cyclic vector for ‘X It follows ‘$I 
is maximal abelian, and there exists a Baire measure v  on the spectrum Qs of ‘$I 
such that 2 g L,(Q,, , v), 2I z L,(QO , V) and D g 1. If  PI(t) corresponds to 
P(t) under the above isomorphism, PI(t) is clearly a positivity preserving 
semigroup on Lc,(Q, v). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. If  the path space is Markov, E+RE+ == E, (see proof 
of Proposition 1.5), so 
<RF, F;, = ‘\ E,F, E,,F) for all F eL,(Q, z+ , Co, 
and thus 8~ L,(Q, Z; , p), $2 G L,(Q, ZO, CL), P(t) E E,U(t)E, and Q s 1, 
so Q is cyclic for 21. 
Conversely, if Q is cyclic for 91, P(t) is a positivity preserving semigroup 
(Proposition 3.5) so it follows P(t) %Q C BlQ for all t 3 0 (e.g. Klein and 
Landau [7]). The Markov property then follows as in [15, 71: by an explicit 
computation, using (*), it follows that if F(q) = fpl(q(t,J) .‘.fi(q(tl)), where 
fi ,..., fn EL,(Q, & , p), and t, tr= t, 5; ..* < t < 0, then E,E_F F: E+F 1 n1 : 
P(--t,)f, .-.f$‘(tP - t,)j&’ E P1.Q z La(Q, &, , p) and is thus measurable with 
respect to &, . Hence IX& =- E+E& . 1 
II. EUCLIDEAN FIELDS 
We consider a scalar Bose field F in n + 1 space-time dimensions. Points in 
R”+l will be denoted by (x, t), where .2: E [w” and t E 58. 9’(Rd) will denote the 
real Schwartz space over Rd. 
AXIOM 0. ‘p is a relativistic scalar Bose field in n + I space-time dimensions 
satisfying the Carding-Wightman axioms, except maybe for the uniqueness 
of the vacuum. Z denotes the Hilbert space, H the Hamiltonian (positive 
self-adjoint), Sz the vacuum. 
AXIOM I. The relativistic fields at fixed times exist and determine the 
field theory: 
1.1. The time zero fields F(h, 0) = cp(h @ 6,) exist and are self-adjoint 
for all h E 9’(IF), with the vacuum Q in the domain of y(h, 0) and (52, ~(h, O)2sZ> 
continuous on Y(R”), and the operators (ei~(h*o) 1 h E .‘Y(R”)} generate a com- 
mutative von Neumann algebra 91 on 2. 
1.2. +p(h, 0) < j!l h jJ (H + 1) on the quadratic form domain Q(H) of H 
for some continuous norm 111 . ;!I on Y(lV). 
1.3. Let a(h, t) = eitHF(h, O)e-itH g-- ~(h @! 6,); the vacuum 0 is a cyclic 
vector for the von Neumann algebra generated by the operators {eiw(il,t) j h E 
MY, t E KY} on X. 
1.4. q(f) = J dh , t) dt as a quadratic form on Q(H) for all f~ .‘~(R~~~l), 
where f&) =: f(~, t). 
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AXIOM II. Positivity condition: 
For all positive operators Fl ,..., F, E $21 and tl ,..., tn > 0, 
(i-2, e--t~HFle-tsHFz +.. e-tnHF,,12> > 0. 
We will also consider Axiom I’, which consists of Axiom I with I.2 replaced 
by the stronger: 
1.2’. ++(h, 0) < K /I h /il (H + 1) on the quadratic form domain Q(H) of 
H for some constant K, where // h jjl = s 1 h(x)1 k. 
1.2’ is just I.2 plus the requirement on ii/ . jj, that j/ h ‘~ .< K j/ h Ill . 
Remarks. 1. The technical conditions 1.1, I.2 were used by Frijhlich [2, 31 
(see also Simon [15, 161). The justification of I.4 is due to Nelson [9, Ill, who 
shows also that v(f) is essentially self-adjoint on C”(H) and leaves it invariant. 
2. Axioms 0, I, II are satisfied by the P(&) models with half-Dirichlet 
boundary conditions (this follows from the theorem below and the results in 
Friihlich [3]). Actually P($)4 models satisfy the stronger Axioms 0, I’, II, as 
1.2’ is the original form of the Glimm-Jaffe v-bound [4]. 
Axioms 0, I, II will enable us to construct a Euclidean field $ obeying a 
form of FrBhlich’s axioms [3]. We briefly outline FrGhlich’s axioms, in a form 
suitable for our purposes. 
AXIOM A. Existence of a Euclidean field over Y(Rnfl): 
A.a. There exists a probability space (Q, 2, CL) and a continuous linear 
map 4 from cY(Rn+l) into the set of random variables over (Q, Z, p) equipped 
with the topology of convergence in measure. Let J(f) = J@(f) dp. (A.a is 
equivalent to Al-4 in [3], i.e. to the existence of a functional J on sP(R*+l) 
such that J(0) = 1, J is continuous on .Y(R7L+1), J is of positive type, and 
J(f) z= J(-f)*). 
A.b. J is time-translation and time-reflection invariant (A5 in [3]). 
A.c. / is Euclidean invariant (A6 in [3]). 
AXIOM B. Osterwalder-Schrader positivity. 
AXIOM C. Exponential J-bound and bound on the covariance (two-point) 
function. 
Axioms A.a-b, B, C imply that C(f) EL, for all 1 < p < CO andf E Y(Rn+l), 
and thus the expectation values 
S?a(fi I',., fn> = j- WJ **-d(fn) & where fi ,... , f,, E 9(lRn+1), 
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exist [3]. By the noncoincident expectation values we denote the restriction of 
the S,,‘S to functions fi ,..., fn with pairwise disjoint supports. The Osterwalder- 
Schrader axioms [13] are expressed in terms of the noncoincident expectation 
values. 
We will also consider the weaker: 
A.c’. The noncoincident expectation values are Euclidean invariant. 
By Axiom A’ we will mean A.a, A.b, and A.c’. Friihlich [3] has shown that 
Axioms A’, B, C imply the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms. 
THEOREM. Let v  be a relativistic scalar Bose field satisfying Axioms 0, I, II; 
then the corresponding Schwinger functions are the expectation values of a Euclidean 
field $ satisfying A xioms A’, B, C. Conversely, given a Euclidean field satisfying 
Axioms A’, B, C, the reconstructed relativistic quantum field satisfies Axioms 
0, I, II. 
I f  4p satisjies Axioms 0, I’, II, then $ satisfies Axioms A, B, C. 
Remarks. 3. The corresponding Euclidean field is Markov if and only if 
52 is cyclic for the time zero fields algebra 9I. In this case Axiom II is equivalent to 
<FQ, e-ZHGQ) > 0 for all positive F, GE %I and t > 0, 
which is the positivity condition used by Simon [15]. 
4. We can thus see why Osterwalder-Schrader positivity is the correct 
condition for Euclidean fields, and in general one should not expect the Markov 
property, Osterwalder-Schrader positivity corresponds to cyclicity of the 
vacuum for the field at all times, the Markov property to cyclity for the field 
at one time. 
5. Since 1.1,1.2, and I.4 are essentially technical, and I.3 is just a restatement 
of the cyclicity of the vacuum, Axiom II is the basic ingredient needed to 
construct a Euclidean field. It is thus the relativistic translation of the Nelson- 
Symanzik positivity condition. 
In the proof of the theorem we will use the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA. Let J? be a Hilbert space, Cu a won Neumann algebra of operatiors on 
SE”, Q E % such that HQ = 0. Then .Q is a cyclic vector for the algebra generated 
by Cu u {eetH 1 t >, 0} if and only zf S2 is a cyclic vector for the algebra generated 
by {eitH Fe-itH 1 FE 9I, t E rW>. 
Proof. As {e--tH 1 t > 0} and {eitH 1 t E R} generate the same von Neumann 
algebra, Q is a cyclic vector for the algebra generated by ‘$I U {ectH 1 t 2 0) 
if and only if it is a cyclic vector for the algebra generated by 2I U {eitH 1 t E R}. 
As ei’HL? = Sz for all t E II& the latter is true if and only if Q is a cyclic vector for 
the algebra generated by (eitH FeeitH / FE %, t E UX). 1 
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Procf of Theorem. Let q be a relativistic quantum field satisfying Axioms 
0, I, II. It follows (with the help of the Lemma) that (2, e-tN, ‘8, J2) form a 
positive semigroup structure. By Theorem 2.4 there exists an Osterwalder- 
Schrader path space ((Q, Z, CL), & , U(t), Iz) such that (2, e-tH, 2l, Sz) is its 
associated semigroup structure. We recall ‘$I s L,(Q, ,X0 , CL), so let $(h, 0) 
denote the measurable function on (Q, &, , p) corresponding to cp(h, 0), where 
h E Y(W). Let +(h, t) = U(t)$(h, 0). Let /\I h j(/,1 = (Q, g(h, O)2i2>* = 
I] q(h, O)f2 I/. Then 111 . II/i is a continuous seminorm on Y&P). For f  E Y(IW+~), 
let f&x) = f(x, t) and let 
llf I/s1 = 1 lllft Ill fit. 
I] * ]18r is clearly a continuous seminorm on 9’(EP+l). Define 
d(f) = j $(ft > 0 d 
as a Riemann integral in L,(Q, 2, p). It then follows by an argument of Frijhlich 
[2] that 
/j-+(f)+(g)G[ ~llfIls,lIgll~, for all f ,  g fz Y(Rn+l). 
Let J(f) = j ei+(f) dp for f  E .Y(LV+l), we have [2] 
I _I(f + g) - J(f )I < j. 4(g)” 4 -<, II g II:, . 
Thus J satisfies Axiom A.a-b. Axiom B is just Osterwalder-Schrader positivity. 
Axiom C follows from Axiom 1.1-2 as in [3]. A.c’ follows as in [13]. 
Let I// . ](I be the norm in 1.2, and let 
llf IIs = j lilft Ill dt + S;P lllft l/1 
for f  E ~(lR”+l). II * /Is is clearly a continuous norm. It follows [2, 31 that J(zf) is 
analytic on the domain {x E C I j Im z 1 < l/Ill f  Ill,} and 
[ J(zf)\ < e’*mz’ “f”a. 
Moreover, if Sm(fi ,..., fm) = s C(fd *.. +(fm) 4, then 
for some constant C, depending only on m. 
Let us now assume v satisfies 11.2’, i.e., I\] h II/ = K]] h ]I1 . A.c then follows 
as remarked by Simon [16, p. 2071 ( one does need though to require 111 * I)] to 
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have a special form, like the above, because of the sup, /I/ ft 11) term in /If [is): 
It suffices to show the Euclidean invariance of the expectation values S,,,(fl,...,f,,,), 
for /(zf) analytic on the strip {ZE C /I Imz 1 < I/liif i/i,}, so 
for small Z, and thus the Euclidean invariance of the S,‘s implies the 
Euclidean invariance of J. As the noncoincident SV,L’s are Euclidean invariant, 
it suffices to show that any expectation value can be approximated by 
noncoincident expectation values. As we have uniform bounds on the S,,,‘s, 
it is enough to approximate S,(fi ,..., f,,J when fi ,..., fin have compact supports, 
say contained in a cube in UW1 centered at zero and with sides of length 111. 
To simplify the notation we will give the proof in UP+‘, but the same proof 
holds in general. Let X,(X) be the characteristic function of the interval 
[-M + (i - 1)(2M/N), -M + i(2M/N)), i = l,..., N. Then fi = xi”=, fji , 
where fjfji(x, t) =- fj(x, t) xi(x), for all j ::-= I,..., m. Thus S,,(fi ,..., fi,,) =-= 
1 S,(fii, ,..., f,,,i ), where the summation is over all i, , i == I,.,,, N, j 1 ,...) m. 
Let S,(fl ,... ,fi: --T E’ SJfIi, ,... ,fi,, ) -i- C” S,,(fli, ,...,f,,,i ), where the 
summation C’ involves all terms in whi’rh no two of the ij’s are gqual, and the 
other terms are collected in x”. It suffices to show ) x” S,,,(.‘.)! ---+ 0 as S --~+ ;;ri. 
But 
; sn(fii, ,...! fnLi,,)l :I: :ifb, Is ... ,Ifk,,, is , 
and 11 fji Ins < C/l fj ila: N-l, for some constant C depending only on M. Thus 
I Sm(fii, >..., w12, f )I >< C’iV’& for some constant C’ depending only on m, 
M, fl ,..., fm . Now C” involves N” - N(N - 1) ... (N - m + 1) terms, so 
/ C” S,,(.‘.)i -< C’N-“(A’~” - N(N - 1) ... (N - m + 1)) ---f 0 
as N-+ co. Thus Axioms 0, I’, II imply Axioms A, B, C. 
The converse (i.e., that if 4 is a Euclidean field satisfying Axioms A, B, C, 
then the reconstructed relativistic quantum field y  satisfies 0, I, II) follows 
from Theorem 1.7, Lemma 2.2, and the results in [3]. 1 
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